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Welcome

Welcome to the official website of the Domku restaurant. If you didn’t know we are a quite unique restaurant. Most likely you have never dined in a restaurant like the Domku and the reason for that is because we have a very special menu. Our menu is only made out of Slavic dishes, so if you would like to experience the real Slavic tradition, Domku is the place you need to visit.
 






















What We Offer

Here are some of the things that we are offering to our guests who come to our restaurant. If you ever have the chance to visit us, we guarantee that you will get all of these things.
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Traditional Slavic Food

Unlike other Slavic restaurants we are different because we are offering original Slavic food that was prepared the traditional way in order to provide our customers the real experience. One of the things that separate us from other restaurants is that we serve only quality food.
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Slavic Drinks

One of the things that you must have with your traditional Slavic dish is a traditional Slavic drink. The food you will be eating here will be even better when you combine it with some of the Slavic traditional drinks. We, of course, have a lot of various drinks to offer.
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Unique Experience


What we really offer here in the Domku restaurant is a truly unique and one of a kind experience that you cannot get anywhere else. We are trying to bring you closer to the Slavic culture by giving you some of their best dishes and drinks of course.
 


































We Make Difference

As we have mentioned this a couple of times we are one of a kind restaurant that you cannot find anywhere else. We are offering a type of service that you cannot replace with some regular restaurant. The main difference that we offer is that we are following the original Slavic recipes and the process. We are not just using the right ingredients, we are also preparing the food the Slavic way because the way you prepare can have a huge impact on the end result.
 

































Testimonials

We have been around for quite a while and we have gathered some of the customer feedback. Here are some of the wonderful things that our customers have said about their experiences at Domku:
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John 


Very eclectic restaurant with modern twists of traditional foods. Everything we ordered was great! I would strongly recommend it to everyone who is not afraid to try out some new type of food. This is now one of my favorite places to dine.
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Barbara 


The taste and quality of the food are superior, and the environment is friendly and relaxed. The best thing that you will get is the unique Slavic experience while you eat the Slavic food and drink their traditional drinks.
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Leon 


Walk into this little place and you’ll find a world of amazing small plates. If you want to try out some of the most popular Slavic dishes, then I strongly recommend that you visit this restaurant. We had the best time and enjoyed the quality food.
 



























 












Quality Guarantee

One of the things that we can guarantee to every one of our guests is quality service. We are not talking just about the regular services, but also about the quality of the food we are offering. We guarantee that you will have the chance to taste the original Slavic tradition through the various Slavic dishes that we have on our menu. We never had a customer who was not satisfied with the quality of our services here in Domku.
 






























Blog

Check out latest news on our blog page
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Is Milk Bad For Your Health? 


Mack Skinner
Editors' Picks
Milk
0




For that reason, many resort to other products, such as soy or almond milk, cheese, and explore the health benefits of yogurt. So, what’s the truth. In this article, we will try to explain the pros and cons of milk and let you decide on your own.
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Why Does All Food In Airplanes Taste Bad? 


Mack Skinner
Food
The food deteriorates in any case
0




 While some of the airlines, like Lufthansa or HK Express, are trying to make things right with this, the thing is that the food will still remain the same quality. At least for now, until they manage to sort things out somehow. So, what is the problem with the taste
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3 Easy To Make Pasta Recipes 


Mack Skinner
Cooking, Food
0




One of the most versatile meals that you can make and combine with different food is pasta. The Italians are the masters of pasta recipes, but it is not impossible to make a good meal even if you are not from Italy. This type of food was introduced in Sicily in 1154 and they had […]
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Top four benefits of beef liver for your dog 


Mack Skinner
Food
0




At first glance, the idea of the cooked liver may sound repulsive, but dogs love this treat, due to apparent benefits. Beef liver contains up to 100 times more nutrient than any other meat, which is an excellent choice for your furry friend. It means that only small amount during the day is enough to […]
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How to cook beef liver for dogs? 


Mack Skinner
Food
0




Most people make an “Ewww” face when someone brings up the topic of eating liver. This is not a favorite grocery for many individuals and the majority of tends to avoid it. On the other hand, dogs don’t have the same reaction, and it’s an instant hit for them. But, what is so great about […]
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How to promote your restaurant business online? 


Mack Skinner
Editors' Picks, Restaurant
0




But, even when you hit bottom, it is essential to think about the decisions which will improve your business. Make sure to check your liquor inventory control and supplies of groceries and then move on.
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Find the best restaurants in Miami 


Mack Skinner
Editors' Picks
0




If you ever find yourself in the Miami Modern District, feel free to pay a visit to one of the good restaurants in miami called Balans restaurant on Biscayne Boulevard.
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How To Become A Better Cook 


Mack Skinner
Cooking
Cook, Restaurant
0




Nowadays, people don’t want to cook for themselves or their families because they think or know that they are not a good cook. Everyone knows that eating a dish that was prepared by a bad cook is one of the worst things. If you have the same issue and you want to know how to […]
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How To Improve Your Restaurant 


Mack Skinner
Restaurant
Improvement, Restaurant
0




Having a high-quality and luxury restaurant is a dream of every restaurant owner, but unfortunately, not everyone is able to achieve that. The reason why only a few people can achieve to have a luxury and top-quality restaurant is that they don’t know how to improve their services. When it comes to improving a restaurant, […]
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Tips For Making Your Food Taste Better 


Mack Skinner
Food, Restaurant
Food Tips, Restaurant
0




There are a lot of people who just cannot get a food to taste the right way even when they are following all the ingredients in the recipe. Well, the reason for that is not because they cannot cook, it is because they donk know the simple tricks to cooking that can easily change the […]
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Dinner Menu 


Mack Skinner
Dinner Menu, Press
Dinner
0




This is a dinner menu that we have designed for our restaurant Domku. This menu was specially designed for people with no experience with Slavic cuisine. We wanted to create a menu that everyone would find interesting and not get confused. We also focused to give you a visual presentation of the food that is […]
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Tart Berry Crumble 


Mack Skinner
Desert, Restaurant
Desert, Tart Berry Crumble
0




This is my favorite part of the farmers market season when the tart berries –black and red currants and gooseberries –and plums make their appearance. Kuhn Orchard Farms at the Petworth Community Market always has the most beautiful collection of berries. If you need to make this unique desert yourself, then you are in the […]
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Domku In The Press : Words From Washington City Paper 


Mack Skinner
Press
Donku, Press, Restaurant
0




WASHINGTON CITY PAPER Here we have gathered some articles from the local paper that were talking about the service in our restaurant. If you need some proof that we are really worth visiting, then read through some of these short feedbacks people have given to the local paper. We are extremely happy to see that […]
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